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pm had been first network at the service of providing
automobile navigation and guide systems for a number of
years. software for the devices contained a map database.

when the unit was connected to a radio, all of the units
were in the same area, and they shared the map database.

in 1996, pm was purchased by bmw, and the units were
redesigned to offer functions not previously available. they
were no longer synchronized by radio, but the maps were

stored on a flash memory chip, and the units were no
longer limited to displaying the same map when at the
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same position. a few years later, bmw was purchased by
mercedes, and the units were once again redesigned to
increase the capabilities. these units no longer relied on

radio-synchronized data. the units are the same size, with a
flat panel display, and a keyboard and mouse for input.
they connect to the vehicle via a port on the steering
wheel, and can be run off of a usb cable for a portable

solution. in the fall of 2003, bmw sold its automotive group
to daimler-chrysler and acquired pm. pm was sold to a new
company, navdy, in january 2004. navdy was purchased by

tele atlas in january 2010. the units are produced in
germany, and are installed in over one million vehicles, with
over two million units in circulation worldwide. the benefits

of using maps in navigation are numerous:  detailed
information of the road network. save time and fuel. take

the shortest route. avoid traffic jams. use the shortest route
for every journey. you can download map files containing
navigation data to a mobile phone, tablet or other device,
making it more convenient to use than a traditional nav

system. read below about the benefits of using map data in
the most popular models of audi.
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